Foundation to provide support for K.J.C.
Newly approved articles of
incorporation for the Kennesaw
Junior College Foundation were
presented to the Board of
Trustees in a special meeting
held Wednesday on the college
campus.
Robert T. Garrison, Chairman
of the Board, accepted the
Charter from attorney G. Conley
Ingram, also a Board member,
who explained that the articles
had been certified by the Georgia Secretary of State, Ben
Fortson, after having been legally approved in Cobb County.
~ Dr. Horace W. Sturgis, President of Kennesaw Junior College, hailed the occasion as "one
of the most significant events in
the development of our college,"
and pointed out that the Foundation "will give the additional
support needed for the contin-

What this country
needs

is...

ued growth of the college." He
commented further that similar
foundations have contributed
greatly to the growth of such
institutions as the University of
Georgia, the Georgia Institute of
Technology, and Georgia State
College, as well as many other
public and private colleges and
universities.

and Wilder G: Little, SecretaryTreasurer. The Executive Committee includes these three officers and Howard Ector, a
member of the Board.
The organizational meeting of
the Board was held on April 17
at which time the charter members approved the bylaws and
the articles of incorporation.

The five counties of Bartow
Cherokee, Cobb, Fulton and
Paulding will be represented· on
the Board of Trustees of the
Foundation, which is a non-profit organization dedicated to the
expansion of the educational
opportunities offered by the
college.

Dr. Sturgis pointed out that
while Kennesaw Junior College
is a State institution receiving a
major portion of its support
from public funds, the future of
the college will depend to a large
extent upon the additional support it receives from the community which it serves.
"If Kennesaw Junior College
is to be truly an institution of
excellence," he continued, "providing quality programs of ed-

There are 23 members of the
Board of Trustees. In addition to
Mr. Garrison, other officers are
R. Steve Tumlin, Vice Chairman,

ucation and service for the
community, additional resourcesare needed in order that the
college can be more than a
mediocre institution of public
higher education."
He further noted the necessity for attracting individuals
with outstanding abilities and
qualities of leadership to the
faculty and staff. "Where State
funds are insufficient to bring

such people to the Kennesaw
Junior College campus," he
explained, "the Foundation will
be able to help the college meet
these needs."
It was pointed out that a
quality institution providing a
In still another area, the
climate of educational excel- Foundation will be able to
lence must have the means to provide financial assistance in
support a program which will the form of scholarships and
bring annually to the campus a loans for deserving students.
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number of distinguished visiting
professors and lecturers from
other college campuses. Such
programs will serve to stimulate
the interests and activities of the
faculty, the students, and interested individuals in the community. Adequate funds for such
activities
are not available
through the normal source of.
State appropriations.
In connection with faculty
recruitment, the very existence
of the Foundation will be
evidence to prospective faculty
members of the interest and
support of the community for
the college.

a good 'five cent
nickell
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Dean Roberts awarded

Jim Keith'

grant.

is Sentinel
. Advisor

Dr. Derrell C. Roberts, dean of Kennesaw Junior College, has
been awarded a National Science Foundation grant to study for
three weeks at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis.
The dean, who holds a
doctorate
with a major in
history from the University of
Georgia, will participate in an
institute devoted to the study of
quantative methods in political
science. He explained that his
purpose will be to determine the
usefulness of computors in areas
such as the social sciences and
the humanities.
MARlETTA-The recently incorporated
Kennesaw Junior
A number of important proCollege Foundation has been
fessors in political science at the
University of Minnesota will presented its rust gift of funds, a
take part in the institute, which
check for $1 ,000 from the
will run from July 7 through
Smyrna Federal Savings and
July 31. It will begin with a Loan Association.
broad survey of the field and
The presentation was made
move into more specific areas.
by W. Wyman Pilcher to Robert
A portion of the institute will T. Garrison, Chairman of the
be devoted to individual pro- Board of Trustees.
jects. Dr. Roberts said that he is
At the same time, Mr. Garriespecially interested in how such
systems can be utilized in a son announced the formation of
a committee to organize a fund
junior college.
drive for the Foundation. Members are: Sidney Clotfelter
(Chairman), Campbell Dasher,
Howard Ector, and J. E. Massey.

At the beginning of Summer
Quarter The Sentinel acquired a
new advisor in the person of Mr.
James F. Keith, Jr. Mr. Keith
replaced Mr. Morgan L. Stapleton, the former advisor.

K.J.C.

Foundation

Mr. Keith is the Assistant
Professor of Sociology here at
Kennesaw Junior College. He
holds an A.B. degree from
Wheaton College and obtained
his M.A. degree from the Urnversity of North Carolina. Mr.
Keith conducts classes in education as well as sociology. He
presently makes his home in
Sandy Springs.

receives gift

R.J.T.

scores
compiled'

The Rising Junior Test was
given at K. J. C. on May 21st.
This test is designed to measure
~~wt~e::~~d::t~kt~tU~ve::
~me or. two ye~
of college
instruction. Required by the
~ard of Regents, the test was
given to students that have had
at least 80 and not more than
100 quarter hours credit. The
Risin g Junior Test consisted of
two general areas: General
Examinations
and
Subject
Examinations
S
.
t t
th
cores were sen
0
e
homes of the students. To have
these scores interpreted by a
counselor call the Counseling
Office fo; an appointment.

The establishment of
heFoundation was hailed by Dr.
Horace W. Sturgis, President of
Kennesaw Junior College, as
"one of the most significant
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A story on the Summer Dance had been planned for the front
pqe. But since very few people cued enoup to come, we felt
that you wouldn't want to read about it either.- THE EDITORS.

As Sentinel
Advisor, Mr.
Keith. is responsible for the
content of the paper each
month. He helps correct mechanical errors and tries to
insure that the journalistic standards of the newspaper are kept
high.

events in the development of our
college."
The chief purpose of the
Foundation will be to give the
college the additional support
needed for its continued growth,
and especially to provide funds
to finance programs and projects
for which State appropriations
are either insufficient or unavailable.

T.H. Rogers
promoted

The last Sentinel Advisor, Mr.
Stapleton, is an Instructor of
Mathematics at KJC. He is
presently working on his Ph.D.
in mathematics at Georgia Tech.
Mr. Stapleton still teaches one
night class.

MARIETTA-Thomas· H. Rogers, Jr., formerly Registrar of
Kennesaw Junior College, has been promoted to the office of
Registrar and Director of 'Admissions, President Horace W. Sturgis
has announced.
Mr. Rogers will be filling the Rogers was awarded his Master
of Education degree by the
t:~:~:~:~:~:·:~:~:~:·:·:~:~:·:~:·:·:·:·:·:·~:~:·:~:·:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:",.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:,
~~~~n ~~r~~~, h;;:ec~~r
University of Virginia, with a
:~:~
Admissions and Student Aid. major in guidance. He has done
::::
::::Mr. Ingle is returning to graduate additional graduate work at the
:::; Dear Mister Editor,
::::school to complete a program of University of Georgia and Geor:::: Col. BuDand 1havebeen together front step and whittled for a while,a ::::graduate study leading to a gia State College.
Mr. Rogers has served with
:::: fO£a little over a hundred years now lot of good boys wouldn't have died. :::: doctorate.
.
the United States Marines, from
:::; and we've IleCnquite a few tragic
::::..
:.:.
incidents that could have been
"'he
- .. look d':.:. A native of Dallas, Georgia, which he retired with the rank
.:.:
"
n •
own nom the ,'.' Mr
:::: avoided.
mountain and IIeC as beautifula place ;:::
'. Rogers came to Kennesaw. of lieutenant colonel.
A member of the First
::::
as KJC, I just can't imagine that there :::: J~or Colleg~ from McEac~ern
:.:.
could be so little understandiog ;.:. High School m Powder Spnngs, Baptist Church of Marietta, Mr.
:::: Take the Great Warof '61' where betweenstudentsand faculty
:::: where he served as a counselor.
Rogers lives with his wife and
:.:. the Col. and 1 met Youknow if okl
•
;.:.
. .
.
::::
d•
'f
::::
After recervmg his Bachelor their three children, Patricia
•. Hemy Oay an
the rest 0 the
••
f Sci
d
irh mai
:::: Senators had gotten together on the
Cpl. ClemHennessee
;::: 0 Cl:ence egree, Wit majors in Lynn, Thomas Howell 11, and
:::;
l~ Co.
;::: chemistry and psychology, from Marcia Ruth, at 317 Keeler
~:~;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:.:.:;:;:;:;:;:;:.:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~:=~::'~.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:i the University of Georgia, Mr. Woods Drive in Marietta.
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According to Cpl. Hennessee
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Can, Anyone Be Bla med?
Josh Langston

....

It cannot be said that anyone group, faction, organization or
what-ever is to "blame" for the obviously existing problem in the
Nursing Department. It is not a situation where there is one side
that is 'right' and one side that is 'wrong'. I have tried to follow
the developments in the Nursing Program with a somewhat more
than interested eye.
From all outward appearances, there would seem to be some
"great evil" lurking in the Science Building. I can hardly believe
that. What comes to mind after the discussion and soul-searching
and truth-hunting are over, is that the program is experiencing
growing pains .. .and nothing more.
,
It is generally accepted as fact that the most strigent critic of a
given topic is one who has been involved in the situation, yet has
somehow failed to derive from that situation the expected end.
This is not to say that the students are at fault (is there really a
fault?) Are we at an impasse? What exactly is the situation?
WHAT FACTS ARE KNOWN?
"Well John, I
The first and probably the most revealing is the decreasing
guess I'll eat lunch now."
number of students enrolled in the prograin. With the advent of,
"Hello LeRoy, whatchawantthe Fall quarter, there were 46 students in the Nursing Prograrn.
forlunchtoday?"
After three quarters, there were only six left.
"Give me a cheeseburger,
Portions of the training were tested on -a "demerit" type
fries and a big coke."
"Sure, say, did I ever tell you
system. In other words, if a student failed on these tests, the
about my trip up the Amazon? I
grade would count against her. But if the student did well on the
was almost squeezed to death by
test and passed it, the grade would not be averaged in with the
37 naked dancing girls and a live
others.
boa constrictor."
Many other facts have been brought to light. A great deal of
"I want a cheeseburger, fries
conjecture has been made as to the fairness of tests, the
and a coke."
importance of 'how the instructor feels toward the student
"I lied a little. There were
personally', etc.
only three fully clothed lumberjacks and a garter snake. Here's
All of these things can be- argued from an intellectual
your cheeseburger."
standpoint for hours on end. The real problems should not stem
"The cheese isn't melted."
from personal feelings in and among these people involved with
"No one's perfect, not even
the program, rather they arise from the fact that no one has taken
the griddle."
,
the time to iron them out in a manner suitable to everyone.
For these reasons I can only suggest a meeting of all the parties
involved. This meeting could be organized in such a manner that
there would be representation for each of three factions ... the
faculty, the administration, and the students.
Any other situation would be somewhat shallow. Nothing can
be done unless arbitration is achieved and achieved soon. If all the
All opinions expressed in this
facts are brought to light, then changes or explanations can be newspaper are the thoughts of
made. It takes a great deal of work to reach a point where a group
the authors of the articles and
of people can function together. Anything less than a group
editorials involved and do not
approach would do nothing but harm the program.
directly represent those opinions
WHY NOT WORK TOGETHER?
held by the administration or
IT MIGHT HELP.
newspaper staff of Kennesaw
Iunior College.

Overhea.rd

Library Replies

In the last issue of the Sentinel, the library was criticized for
not allowing students to play their own records on the library
equipment. This reporter spoke with the Assistant Librarian, Mrs.
Marty Giles, and found out the reasons for this rule.
When the eq uipment was first
could not use the equipment
purchased, the library allowed
because
of
other
students
students
to use their own
records. This equipment
was listening to their own records.
As a result the rule of "library
purchased
for
educational
records
only" was put into
purposes. Both the English and
effect.
Music students are required to
The library has several albums
listen to many pieces of music,
of popular and contemporary
plays, etc. Music students alone
music and as new albums come
have to listen to approximately
in, a list of them will be
100 different pieces of music,
published here in the Sentinel.
and as a result the listening
There has been one other
equipment was in constant use.
major
complaint
directed
Mrs. Giles said that a problem
towards the library, this being
resulted when students who
the 25c a day fme. This policy
needed to listen to this music

was put into effect to encourage
students to return books on
time. During fall quarter, 1968,
the library was having to send
out
overdue
notices
to
approximately
75 people a
week, many of these had more
than one book. As a result
students who needed to use
these books, did not have access
to them.
It is the opinion of this
reporter that the library has the
well-being of the students in
mind and has acted as they saw
fit and in a fair manner.
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"Why can't you melt it?"
"Watch who you call a
"Why would I want to, melt' dope."
the griddle?"
"I didn't call anyone a dope."
"Not the griddle, thO'icnee.e."
"Who's taking dope?"
"Are you an atheis~'-'
"No one."
"What does that .have to do
~HEY MABEL, THIS GUY'S
with melted cheese?"
A JUNKIE!"
"Look, just give me a coke."
"This is religi01 cheese."
"Oh, er, really.
"Okay, don't get sore."
"Just let me pay for this so"Yes, this cbeese w}ls made,
by Shinto monjs from, select'ed called food."
Tibetian musk, ox rnilfc hit[b in
"Well, let's see, cheeseburger,
the majes,ic Ozarks."
,
45 big coke, 25 that's 83 plus 6
"Ne'1r ,mind, jUst giv~ me cents tax, that's 93."
"Are you sure that is right?"
some fFench fries."
"Fij'es? Wher~';
"That's
93 cents. You're
holding up the line."
"Fries, not flidl-."
"Oh' what's the use? Here's a
"HEY MABEt,
THERE'S
dollar."
FLIES IN OUR FRIES!"
"Okay, 93 cents from one
"Look, just give me a big
dollar. Here's a nickel change."
coke."

THE DRY OASIS

.

Mike Ande'rson
Recently, the Columbia Broadcasting System canceled "The
Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour" television show shortly after
the program had been renewed for another year. CBS gave its
reasons as a "breach of contract." The network claimed that the
Smothers Brothers had not submitted tapes of upcoming
programs for the network and affiliate stations to review for
questionable material.
At the time of cancellation, CBS carried something like 45
hours of prime-time evening network programming, yet the CBS
executives refused to allow even I hour of programming that
really said something. Regardless of how one feels about the
Smothers Brothers political leanings, one must admit that they
tried to make television meaningful. They really said something in
their one short hour each week. Yet CBS could not allow any
dissent. Obviously, CBS really thinks that the public's welfare is
best served by such inanity as "Green Acres", ''The Beverly
Hillbillies", and ''The Lucy Show", all of which could be enjoyed
only by an 8 year old mentality.
The fact still remains that television's main oasis in the desert
has been dried up. The network defended its actions by claiming
that the show constantly flaunted public decency and did not
meet the network's standards of morality. What CBS never said
was that never once -in 'the short history-of
''The Smothers
Brothers Comedy Hour" was a "hell" or "damn" included in the
script. The public should now see that the only reason that the
show was cancelled was that the ~
ups in the Establishment
felt endangered by one tiny fraction of prime-time television and
arbitraily silenced it. What is even more enlightening, however, is
that the pro-EstabIishment pro-Vietnam comedians such as Bob
Hope are still on the air, while holden of dissenting Yiews, such as
the Smothers Brothers, David Steinberg, and Mort SahI are rarely,
if e\'er, allowed on prime-time shows.
"That's fine," you say, "how does that affect me?" It affects
you more than you think. Your tax money subsidizes the big
networks. They couldn't risk operating unless the government
backed them. Your tax money is being used and dissenting
viewpoints are being surpressed. As of now no minority group,
Youth, Black, Indian, Puerto Rican, etc., is being allowed to
express itself over network telelvision. The networks are intent on
using your tax money to seD tasteless gruel as progranuning and
continue to make huge profits wlille doing it.
There is a second, and nuch greater danger here. Those who
control the mass media are quickly becomming
the most
powerful people in this country. If we continue to allow those in
power to enforce their standards of mediocraty on American
mass media. these people will slowly rot the collective minds of

AmerK:ans.
Remember, the first thing a totalitarian gowmment
it

does when

assumes power is to silence aD dissent in mass media. .

Kennesaw
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Letters to the Ed itors
Letter to the Editor

to the Editor:

You seem to imply in your past issue that the students of
Kennesaw Junior College have a high degree of apathy. I think
that this is untrue. Anyone with any amount of intelligence will
care what goes on in a world as troubed as ours.
Did you ever pause to consider that maybe they do not
know what is going on or that
they are misinformed on the
world's problems? Both of these
answers could be true as Big
Shanty U. is pretty far back in
the woods and maybe the news
of Viet Nam has not reached
them yet. Or maybe it is because
all they are reading is the
Marietta Journal with its local
gossip column. Maybe this is
true ... can it be that the students know nothing of what is ,
going on in the world.
Could it be that these students are, in reality, junior
members of the John Birch
Society who merely wait for the
left or the middle to move so
that they can lead a violent
counter-revolution and kill all of
the "Commie punks and their
black dupes?"
Maybe the students of K.J.C.
do care. Perhaps they are waiting
for someone to start some
needed
movement.
No one
knows, but if someone doesn't
do something soon, the rest of
us will never know just what the
hell IS going on in their minds!

Dear Editor,
Though I am appreciative of
the Sentinel's interest in my year
of absence from K. J. C., I would
like to set the facts straight and
point out the errors in your last
issue's article.
1. I spent 1968-69 in Bologna, Italy where Mr. Larsen
taught at the university under
the auspices of the U.S. Fulbright program. I was NOT at
the University of Iowa working
towards the doctorate degree. (I
did this in 1963 ..64.)

I appreciate the right of students to express their opinions
and feelings. I do propose however, that your paper investigate
FACTS
before
publishing
stories. Students who fail a
course usually are not the most
objective reporters!
I wonder how many of your
readers
have considered
by
whom they would want to be
caried for if they or their families req uired skilled nursing
care: a nurse who passed because
pressure was put on the administration and faculty to produce
NUMBERS, or a nurse who is
skilled in her profession and able
to meet her patient's needs?

MIKE MAULDIN ....
The world's first recipient of a porcupine-to-human face skin
graft. The blood he received in his alcohol stream seriously upset
his electrolytic balance and he has not been the same since.
Mike's brother is an only child. We have often told him where to
go but he was turned down there too.
_
Mike's favorite tree is the birch. His favorite color is the shade
of red found south of the hairline. His favorite movie star is
Ronald Reagan.

Remember, reader, you may
be the one requiring the expert
nursing we are teaching.

MIKE BAKER ...
2. i was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa while a senior at Agnes
Scott College, NOT while working on the M.A. degree at
Emory.
I urge your reporters to be
sure of the facts before writing
their articles, though I am certain errors of this type occurrarely. You have a fine staff, and
I look forward to reading each
issue

Sincerely,
.dill McClain

The Sentinel "honored" the
Nursing Program in its July 3rd
edition with a cartoon as well as
a story by Linda Allen.

JOSH LANGSTON ...
Moby Chimp (or is that chump?) has many problems. But they
are too numerous to mention. He has the personality of a wet
sponge. At the age of seven, he organized his first musical group,
the Canary Street Catawallers. However, one member of the band
was run over by a pie wagon in upper Sawduskey. Perry
Milkbottle White, or Josh, has many outstanding points-his
cantilevered, overhanging, stomach for one (this is the result of
Dunlop Syndrome in which the belly has Dun Lopped over the
belt), the second outstanding point being his ever-outstretched
empty palm.
Mr. Langston's academic achievements include "Best overall
finger painter P.S. 47" (note: this award was forfeited in the next
years competition because he was caught using his nose).
Mr. Langston was runner up in last year's Tiny Tim contest
and received special recognition for being the only soprano vocal
contest not singing in a falsetto voice. Josh has labor pains, i.e. it
hurts him to work. In 1965, the title of "Sir Rosis of Liver" was
bestowed on him.

Judith C. Larson

Charlotte S. Sachs
Director of
Nursing Education
ED' NOTE

Miss Allen has never been a
member of any nursing program
at KJC or else where.

FREE!
CLASSIFIED
ADS
Contact the
Sentinel office

-

Mike constantly has his head up in the clouds, mainly because
of his height. Last summer Mike had a job as a fire plug,
consequently, he no longer likes St. Bernards.
Mike, like our beloved editor, has many problems. He suffers
from Claire Beale-itis, jungle rot of the brain, and dropsy of the
stomach. Mike has just recently recovered from a bad case of
army beer-a combination of hops and rice seeds. Along with his
army beer Mikeenjoys eating salted pork and other such strange
items that come from small olive-green cans. One can be very sure
that Mr. Baker does not suffer from a lack of that strange ionic
substance. salt. About one night out of each month Mike takes
leave 01 his senses and travels to downtown Atlanta for pleasure
driving. Mr. Baker, in his leisure time, walks up and down the
streets of Sandy Springs jingling his bright pennies to let everyone
know that he will be a wealthy man by saving the pennies that he
finds on the streets. These are our fun-seeking leaders ... fun
seekers!
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Magrnwox Stereo

Radio

$100

call: 422 5730
1949 Kaiser Fraiser
Light

very

yellow

good condition

call: 428-3612
Bass Clarinet
Good Condition
Best Offer

•

call: 428-9606
Mr. Roseberry at work in Administrations

B flat Clarinet

Shoney's

Good .Condition

on S. 4-Lane

Best Offer

Marietta, Ga.

Art sales-exhibit
planned
Plans are now being formulated to bring to KJC an Art
Sales-Exhibit on Tue day. August 5, from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00
P.M. in room 121 of the Humanities Building.
The Gremur Original Graphic
been elling art works to stuArt Company of Atlanta, Geordents for many years.
gia, headed by Mr. Gregory
Students
and faculty are
Murphy. Jr., will bring to KJC encouraged on August 5 to
some 200 works of art-drawbrowse around, look
nd see,
ings,
painting, posters, silk- and buy any of some 200 works
-screens,
prints-to
be sold to on display. There is no obligaboth faculty and students alike. tion on the part of anyone to
KJC and Mr. Murphy want
buy any of these works, but
students and faculty to have the
many fine works of art will be
opportunity
to see and to available for students to see.
purchase original works of art at
This sales-exhibit will be at
reasonable prices. Prices of these
KJC for only one day. all day
art pieces range from $5.00 to August 5, so make your plans
$50.00, with some items being now to drop by and see this
offered at a higher price.
display of art-and
purchase
Mr. Murphy has had similar some of them if you want to.
art sales-exhibits at Emory UniDr. John C. Greider, Chairversity, Agnes Scott College, man, Division of Humanities,
DeKalb Junior College, and Mr. Thomson Salter, Assistant
Oglethorpe College. All of these Professor of Art, and Mr. Roger
exhibits were successful and Hopkins, Controller, have workmany students had the oppored together to bring this exhibit
tunity to purchase works of art to our college and to give to
that interested them. Mr. Mur- students the opportunity to see
phy has had other exhibits in all and to purchase original art
sections of the country; he has works at reasonable prices.

ever
goes

v

to

waist

Jerry Roseberry

•

Appointed

•

call: 428-9606
TWO

BEDROOMS

FOR

RENT:

Rent to eIther 2 males or 2 females.

call after 6 p.m, 422-9044.

Col. Bull
visits K.J.C.
On Friday, July 17, 1969,
Colonel Bullford Shite (C.s.A.
retired) visited the campus of
Kennesaw Junior College. His
arrival was heralded by rumors
that told of various campaigns in
the 20 mile area surrounding
Marietta, Georgia.
The stately Colonel was dressed in his full battle uniform
which was adorned with many
medals and ribbons from the
numerous battles and conquests
that he has participated in. It is
reported though, that he wore
no ribbons or medals to commemorate his only defeat ... the
battle of Cesspool Creek.
The local citizenry was given
plenty of warning, but somehow
the arrival of this auspicious
gentleman came as a complete
surprise. Several shots were fired
as the Col. and his loyal aide,
Cpl. Clem Hennesee, were running across a man's corn field .
The only damage reported was a
small hole in the Col.s' tobacco
pouch, an item lovingly referred
to as the "Grass Bag."
All in all his stay at K.J.C.
was fairly uneventful and resulted in little more than some good
natured chuckles. The Col.s'
parting
words were ... "Once
again let me apologize for the
unfortunate
episode involving
the young man who tried to
strike me. I don't really think I
can be blamed for the fact that
his female companion found me
more interesting than she did her
boyfriend."

Building.

Dr. Horace Sturgis, President
of Kennesaw Junior College,
recently announced that Jerry
D. Roseberry has been appointed as Assistant Director of
Admissions and Director of
Student
Aid at K.J.C. Mr.
Roseberry has had wide experience as both a teacher and a
counselor. He has been employed as a teacher in uurel,
Mississippi, and in Green Cove
Springs, Florida. Before joining
the Kennesaw Junior College
Staff as the new assistant, Mr.
Roseberry served as a counselor
at Wills High School in Smyrna,
Georgia.
ULA TEST FASHIONS

•
Use Our

Mr. Roseberry is a native of
Laurel, Mississippi and is a·
graduate from Mississippi's Jones
Junior College. He holds a Bachelors Degree from the University
of
Southern Mississippi. Mr.·
Roseberry also holds a Master
of
Education degree with a
major in couseling which he also •
obtained from the University of
Southern Mississippi. He is also
a member of Phi Kappa Tau
Fraternity.
•
Mr. and MrS. Roseberry and
their - three month old son,
Richard Todd Roseberry, now
make their home at 103 Olive •
Springs Place in Marietta.
IN

WOMEN'S APPAREL"

MRS. JOYCE LOCKART
owner
Td. 428-7451

Convenient
Lay-A-Way
Cllarge
I' !

Dr. Ahern heads Dev. Program
The Developmental Program, mathematics are Mrs. Gustafson
a pre-college program held and Mrs. May. These students
during Summer Quarter, is de- are not required to take P. E.,
signed for those students who but are allowed to use the
want (0 Improve tneir skills in facilities in the gym during an
studying. The forty-six students .hour set aside for their use. A
enrolled
take
developmental
reading and study lab is held and
English
and
developmental
directed by Miss Mary Dial,
math, with no credit given. The language teacher at Dykes High
Instructor of English is Mrs. ---scttoql. Math lab meets every
Swain, and the instructors of day' with teacher aides Priscilla

Harrison and Keith Smith, both
graduates of K. J. C. Group
counseling sessions with nine
students are held twice a week,
to discuss their vocational and
educational plans.
Dr. Ahem is acting as the
director
of counseling. Mrs.
Morgan and Mr. Keith are acting
as counselors.
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Please address all correspondence

~o:

Colonel BuUford Shite (Retired)
% The SE TINEL
Box

4()"

Kennesaw Junior CoDege
~tta
.. Georgia 30060
• Dear Colonel Bull,
Why .is it that everyone .on the Sentinel staff thinks that they
are "Super Cool"?
.
Signed
B.S.
'. Dear B.S.,
The SENTINEL staff is a group of flowing
people who give a DAMN.

and out-going
C.B.

•

Dear Colonel Bull,
Why was Alabama left off of Rockefeller's itinerary for his
tour of the under-developedcountries?
Sincerely,
B.K.

Excitement was High, some of the pitches were too!

DearB.K.,
Rocky felt a visit to Alalxl1PUl,home of the poverty and Bigot
industries, would require an inspection of the same areas of
adjoining Geor"gia. He did not wish to be stabbed in the back
twice and scratched the idea.
CoL Bull

Softball at K.J.C.

Under the able direction of
Mrs.
Waters.
instructor
of
Physical Education at K.J.C.,
cooed softball pmes have begun
for the summer quarter. Thouah
Dear Colonel Bull,
the turnout has been minimal,
Why did the Sentinel attack the nursing program?
•
Sincerely, . .two games have already been
played. These games are open to
S.T ..
all students and faculty members.
• Dear S. T.,
The rust game was played on
When we criticized The Nursing Program, we received' a letter
. Friday, July 11, with sixteen
in reply. When we criticized the S.G.A. we did not receive as
much as a postal card sent with postage due!!!
Yours truly,
Col. Bull

students and faculty members
participanng. The second g&me,
played on Wednesday, July 16,
had seven students and two
faculty members participating.
Jim Martin, who recently
recovered from a broken' leg,
served as pitcher for both teams
since he is still unable to run.
Other students
playing were
Mary Smith, Nita Anderson,
Marena
Godwin,
Howard

Jackson, Lee Miller, and Freddy
Tatch .' Mrs. Waters and Mr.
Scott, instructor of History , also
participated.
Mrs. Waters said that along
with the softball games she
would like to get up a tennis
tournament when the weather
cools off. The dates for future
softball
games
and possible'
tennis tournaments will be made
available through Mrs. Waters.

'.

My Dear Colonel Bull,
Is it legal and proper, sir, for the book store to charge over
the Publishers' List Prices for our beloved text books and
lab manuals?
Your friend,
•
Perry Mason
Dear Perry,
The prices listed in book journals that have a listing of prices
• are only a guide to "suggested" prices. Our bookstore is good, but
is operating on a smaller scale than most.
Thus the small quantity orders that are placed by Mr. Howland
to fill our small demand, do not bring greater discount prices to
• lower the cost of supplies.
Yours truly,
Col. Bull
•

• Dear Col. BUll,
What connection does C.B. have with the glorious war for
Southern Ind. fought over a century ago? Was he in it, or
what. ....
W.P.
Dear W.P.,
J (Col. Bull) am the only survivor of the battle of Cess-pool
Creek, Georgia, in 1862. Both men under my command were
killed in the defense of Cess-pool Creek. I am the remaining
• unsung hero oj that battle. I retired immediately after the
struggle, for someone was always trying to "shoot the Bull".
C.B.

•

Mr. Scott prepares to bat.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT -KENNESAW JUNIOR COLLEGE
FREE ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
SUMMER QUARTER 1969

Dear Col. Bull,

I see no reason to pay for a parking permit when there is an
abundance of empty spaces available.
Sincerely,
L.E.
DearL.E .•
I agree with you. The only reason for parking stickers is to gille
the Olmpw Keystone Cops (Burn i Boys) something to do
between cups of coffee.
Youn truly,
CoL Bull
Dear Colonel Bull,
I hue noticed that a lot of the Sentinel staff are employed in
v.uious capacities by the school. Do you have to be a member of
the staff to obtain a job on campus?
Sincerely,
P~ED

-

De4rP-DED.
You should go to the administration building and see Mr.
Rosebury or Mr. Ingle about employment as a student assistant.
or under the heading of financilll aid to st&ldent$.
Youn truly,
CoL Bull

Note: The following schedule indqus times when facilities are free for u. for faculty and students.
-~n
rainy days. the gymMlium will not be free for u•.
FRIDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
MONDAY
TIME
Gymnasium
Gymnasium
GymMlium
Gynmesium
Gymn.wm
8:00
Tennis Courts
Tennis Courts
Tennis Courts
Tennis Courts
Tennis Courts
9:00
10:00

Gymnasium
Tennis Courts
-GymMlium

11:00

GymNlium
Tennis Courts

12:00
1:00

Pool

2:00

GymMlium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts

3:00

4:00

-Gymnasium

-Gvmnasium

-Gymn.a.m
Tennis Courts

-Gyrnnalium

-Gy~um
Tennis Cour;ts

-Gymnasium
Tennis Courts

Pool

Gymnasium
Tennis Courts

Pool

Gymnasium
Tennis Courts

Pool
-Gymnasium
Gyrnnasium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnalium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnalium
Tennis Courts

Gymnalium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnalium
Tennis Couns

-Gymnasium
Tennis Courts
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts

Pool
-Gymnasium
GymMlium
Tennis Courts
Pool
GymMlium
Tennis Courts
Pool
Gymnasium
Tennis Courts

e
y
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The United States has landed a man on the moon.
uch
of thi mi ion depended on
quick an wers and precise c Iculations. To accompli h thi
ta k , computer have become a
major •and crucial part of the
Space Program. omputers have
al 0 become a ba ic part-of the
edu tion
of cienti ts, engineers, and busine men.

KJC is one of the f11 Junior
Colleges in the state to have a
communications terminal and it
is hoped that KJC students will
take an active interest in it use.
Along with the regular math
and cience course, it is expected .that a Computer Science
course will be offered in the near
future. This course would teach
individual tudents programming
and computer operations. Beginning this month there will be
everal eminars on the programming and operation of the CPS
unit. These seminars will be
conducted by IBM personnel.
The date of these seminars will
be announced in the next few
days.

Within the 13st few weeks,
KJC has acquired part of a
Conversational
Programming
Sy tern (CPS). In everyday language, this mean that we have
acquired a communication
terminal with the IBM 360 computer located at the University of
Georgia in Athens. At the time
of this report, the terminal has
It can readily be seen that
not been hooked up nor made this new addition is a major step
completely oper tional.
in making KJC one of the best
schools in the country. An open
This terminal is located in the invitation is extended to anyone '
Math and Science building, and wishing to know more about this
is for both re earch and student
system by the Science Depart- .
'use. Long range plans include
ment. It is also hoped that
the addition of a high speed card everyone in all fields of study,
reader, a high speed printer and will take an active interest in this
il key punch machine. With these
system.
additions,
KJC will have a
complete Remote terminal.
For the present, the terminal
will be used for those courses
which come under the heading
of Math and Science. It is hoped
that the Business Administration
Dept. will take an interest and
include some instruction in the
use
of
computers in their
curriculum.
The CPS terminal provides
simultaneous
use of a large
computer while giving the illusion that it is working with a
single programmer at a time. The
CPS also provides immediate
analysis of .each line of a
program and points out mistakes
in language and operational use.

Photography
by Marty King

Pem Williams demonstrates Communication Terminal.

~NTER: HOSIMUS MAXIMUS
Distinguishing Characteris~ics: Usually very original
in :Iooks due to customizing, beautiful feet (wearing
American, Fenton, or Micky Thompson Mag~ topped
with Mohawk, Denman, or Pirelli Tires), and eyegrabbing performance.
The Hosimus Maximus (sometimes referred to as
the. "Hoss") is recognized by its powerful cry
and occasional screeching.
Habitat: The "Hoss" is sometimes found in
among less splendi~ of its species, the Heapus
Norollimus, but the tracks are easily recognized
due to their distinct black color. The feeding
grounds for the "HosslI is -

JOHNSO
Terminal Operator calling computer at University of Ga.

TIRE SERVICE, I C.

Let them make a Hosimus Maximus out of your Heapus Norollimus"
Guaranteed Recapping

73-7 Roswell St., Marietta,

427-5591

